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5 things you can do right now to come back stronger than ever

Why I’m not worried about my business despite

new clients drying up overnight



Like so many other businesses, my web and graphic

design agency was shaken to the core by COVID-19. It

changed the way that we work, it hit incoming leads

and potential clients and it scared me to think that my

family could be affected very easily (my parents are in

their 70’s and 80’s and not in the best of health).

When you’re relying on day to day business, new clients

coming on board, existing ones needing help or advice

about their website, a world pandemic puts the brakes

on everything.

It all just, stopped.

It’s time to emerge with a new offer, a stronger base and with a healthier, more

resilient business than you’ve ever had.

We rely totally on clients asking us to create beautifully-

designed websites and other graphics for their new or

existing businesses and there was nothing to fall back

on. Clients are the life blood of any business, especially

smaller businesses that have less resilience to big

changes like this.

But, just like in the recessions that we have experienced,

an interrupt to normal business is a gift – it gives you a

golden opportunity to make changes.

If you’ve been standing by and watching with ever-

increasing shock, I get it. But now it’s time to give

yourself a slap (not too hard) and stand up to make

changes and get things moving again.

Here are my top 5 things to do to emerge stronger

Don’t shy away from marketing

Review your website

Add more content

Start a blog

Find new tools

It’s time to emerge stronger

Read on ...



1Don’t shy away frommarketing

Now is the time that most businesses just like yours shut up shop and forget about the outside world. I get that. It’s

easy to stop marketing but this is the most important time to get your message out there because it’s very likely that

your competitors have stop marketing too. So now is the time to steal the show and get a step against those guys.

It needn’t take a lot and it doesn’t have to cost the earth. Just a few simple changes to your routine could be enough.

Getting found on Google

Where is your website right now when you search for

the keywords that your customers are using to find

businesses like yours?

Try it now .. let’s say you’re a florist in Exeter. Do a quick

search for ‘florists in Exeter’ and see where your website

is sitting. Make a note of the position or which page.

While you’re there, see who is above you, who your main

competitors are. Make a note of a couple of the main

ones.

Now, we need to improve that. Who looks beyond page

2 unless the results on page 1 are that poor they have to

keep searching?

Think about the key words that people use to search you

out. Is it ‘florists in Exeter’ or is it ‘florists for weddings’

or any number of search terms. I might not search for a

‘florist’ as I might search, I don’t know, ‘wedding flower

arrangements’.

Don’t assume that everyone uses the same search terms

that you do. Customers think differently to how you

might think.

Keywords

Now you have a list of key phrases that people might

search for, it’s time to write some content that contains

those phrases - Google is basically a word-search

program - a very experienced and clever one I grant you,

but it is simply looking for words on all the websites it

has checked and it serves up the best ranking pages for

that term (there’s more to it than that, but you get the

picture).

Tips

Write content using your keywords. Make sure the

keywords are in the copy and especially in the name of

the article and the headings on the page.

Write articles of about 300 words (that’s not many, once

you get started!)

Add images and make sure they are named using the

keyword for that article. So call the photo ‘wedding

flowers in a bouquet’ not ‘IMG388-33’ or whatever your

camera uses!



2Review your website
When was the last time you actually looked at your website? Does everything still work as it should? Check the forms

are working correctly and check the telephone number is still correct (you’d be surprised at the number of people that

do away with a landline and forget to change the number to the new mobile number).

It’s not all about you (really!)

Check that the social media links work correctly (have you changed the name of your Instagram account recently -

whoops, the Instagram link no longer works!)

Have a look at the website on a mobile, does that all look fine? Sometimes, a large heading will be chopped off in the

middle of a word or it just doesn’t feel ‘right’ on a mobile.

Look at the home page as if you’re a client. What do you see? Is it all about you and how wonderful you are. How

‘passionate about your business’ you are? All great, but does this appeal to your potential customers. Really?

Don’t forget one thing - the website is not for you and your ego, it’s for your

clients. Harsh, but true!



3Addmore content
This is a difficult one but necessary. For a start, Google loves new and fresh content. It shows Google that you’re still

active. Plus, returning site-visitors will be pleased to see up to date content. There’s nothing worse than seeing the first

blog page is called ‘our new site is live!’ Or, even worse “Mothers Day Specials’ when it’s mid-August.

Check for tips and grammatical errors - try this app called Grammarly which shows errors and tips when writing, see

grammarly.com.

Have a read through the pages and edit where necessary. Or even better, start a blog! (see next item).



4Start a blog

This sounds daunting and it can be time-consuming. But when you start, I promise the idea will catch on and you’ll be

writing all sorts of articles in no time at all.

A blog is essentially just a diary of articles that are usually (but not always) categorised. They can include an image and

there are some great stock images at unsplash.com if you don’t have any of your own photos to use.

A blog is also a great way to gather content for other uses, such as social media - once you’ve written and published the

article, it’s easy to use part of it as a summary on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter or LinkedIn.



5Find new tools
We all use tools like lists or calendars and so here are some of the tools that I recommend :

Asana - great tool for mapping out tasks and reminders

Quickbooks - the perfect tool for managing your accounts, from invoices to tax returns

Affinity Photo and Affinity Designer - for creating graphics for social media, print and all manner of things - forget

Photoshop and Illustrator. They are way too expensive and complicated. The Affinity tools are about £50 each (that’s a

one-off payment, not monthly, like Photoshop is) and they often run offers.

Bonus tip

Ignore the hype. Don’t worry if you’re not posting stuff on social media every day or worrying about your followers.

Do what feels right to you.



… and finally ...

We’re all in this together, no matter where you are or what you do, it affects each one of us but I’m confident that we’ll

come out of this stronger and fitter. We are evolving as business owners and we have to get our heads out of the sand,

be resilient and find ways to make this work.

Above all, stay safe and be sure to get in touch if we at cube lab can help.


